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Stacks of Repair Orders are more than just work. Each R.O. represents people who 
are depending on us. What do your customers get out of their boats?

Benefits of Reducing Repair Cycle Time: 
• Happier Customers
• Less Lot Congestion

o Less Damage/Additional Issues from Boats Sitting
• More Proactive Processes

o Culture of Continuous Improvement
• More Available Time – Less Waste

o You never get a second chance to sell a lost service hour!
• More Profitable Shop

o More Cashflow available for Incentive Based Pay, Shop
Improvements, etc.

If someone has to wait weeks to get basic maintenance or simple accessory 
installation on their boat, what are they likely to do?  
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 

Are you more of a repair shop or a maintenance shop? 

Tech Efficiency – How long it takes a tech to complete a job. 

Shop Efficiency – How much of the available Tech time is used.  How proactively 
we have work, parts, boats and logistics organized so the techs can work on 
billable labor as much as possible.  

Most issues in underperforming shops stem from Shop Efficiency.  
A bottleneck in the service process stalls work leading to longer than necessary 
repair cycle times.  

What is Repair Cycle Time?  How long it averages to complete work. 

How long is it averaging to get boats through service in your shop? 
In the busiest season it could take as long as _____________________________. 
The rest of the year when we’re not as busy it takes about __________________. 
          Are your customers happy with this?  Are you losing business from it? 



 
 
 

How do you calculate Repair Event Cycle Time? (R.E.C.T.) 
Look at your Customer Pay RO’s only for starters. 
You will want to look at your Warranty RO’s separately by vendor. 
 
Course example:                                       Your Shop: 
# of RO’s 7 days or less: 15                      # of RO’s 7 days or less: _________    
# of RO’s 8-15 days: 10                            # of RO’s 8-15 days: __________  
# of RO’s 16 to 31 or more days: 5        # of RO’s 16 or more days:  _________ 
Total RO’s: 30                                          Total # of Open RO’s: ______________     
 
Average Repair Cycle Time: ((7x15)+(15x10)+(31x5))/30 = 13.7 days  
 
Average R.E.C.T. for Your Shop: 
((7x_____)+(15x______)+(31x_________))/30 = ____________days 
 
Does your Dealer Management System calculate your R.E.C.T.? ___________ 
Do you need to learn more on how to run this report? __________________ 
 
Actual Dealership Sample – their store as compared to others in their 20-group: 
 
                                            Dealer                                Group 
Average R.E.C.T.       _____________                 ______________ 
Median R.E.C.T         _____________                 ______________ 

• 50% of customers waited longer than the above. 
 

How is this dealer doing compared to the other shops in the group? 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
What impact could this have on the shops CSI and Bottom line? 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
How is this actually costing the shop? 
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



 
 
 

Things outside our control that can cause jobs to drag on include:  
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
Best to separate these issues out and focus on the work that is within our shops 
control.  If we do a great job managing the process on most jobs, we will 
maximize sold hours by minimizing repair cycle time.  
 
******************************************************************* 
 
The most powerful Golden Nugget Best Practice that has single-handedly taken 
some shops from losing to making money: 
____-_______ parts and __________ work the _________   ____________. 
 
*******************************************************************
It’s easy to see how this can greatly improve Repair Cycle Time and better set the 
shop up for a successful day.   
 
But what if we applied this same principal to the entire shop process? 
 
What are the areas within our control where jobs tend to bottleneck and stall? 
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 

• Initial Customer Inquiry 
• Write Up 
• Scheduling 
• Dispatch 
• Diagnosis 
• Parts Procurement  
• Repair 
• Quality Control 
• Detail 
• Delivery  

 
The next nine pages have thought starters to identify common areas where work 
can get stalled along with possible solutions. 
Brainstorm and add your own issues and solutions….   



 
 
 

Initial Customer Inquiry  
 
Problem: Customers are calling or using our online scheduler and saying 
they want one or two things but then they show up with a laundry list. 
 
Solutions:  

• We have the customers send us an email of everything they want done 
on the boat.  Having that info before they arrive is really helpful 
getting parts lined up, knowing the size of the job, etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Write Up 

Problem: We’re not getting enough information on the work orders and then 
we’re having a hard time getting back in touch with the customer. The techs 
are spending longer trying to diagnose or waiting on information.  

Solutions: 

• Customers can be in a hurry, but we explain that they are critical to
fixing the boat as quickly and affordably as possible.  Once they
understand that their boat will be done quicker, they are usually good
with giving us better explanations and responding to our call backs.

• We get permission to text customers whenever possible.  They usually
respond right away to a text.



Scheduling 

Problem: Customers get upset because their buddy who came in later was 
done first. We work on jobs that are easy to get to or the RO’s that are fresh 
get dispatched first while others who were here before get lost in the pile.   

Solutions: 

• Reviewing the Open RO list daily and sharing it in weekly meetings
can really help prioritize jobs fairly.

Problem: The schedule is only seen by the people working the service desk. 
This makes everything very reactive – parts, moving boats, etc.   

Solutions: 

• Everyone can see the schedule.  We may not know when we will be
working on a boat, but we know what boats are next to be worked on.



 
 
 

Dispatch  
 
Problem: We often have to dispatch various lines of the same work order to 
different techs. It’s hard to coordinate and often part of the RO is done and 
then the boat sits. 
 
Solutions:  

• We moved our techs work spaces so each A-tech has a maintenance tech 
next to him. It took a shift in thinking to plan for both guys to be 
working the same boat It’s really helped us finish tickets quicker. 

• We do something similar, but we do a lot of our work at the boat in the 
water or on the lot.  We use a team approach. It’s helped train our techs 
and gave a good bump in efficiency.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 

Repair  
 
Problem: Almost daily the techs are working on one job but then some 
‘emergency’ comes up and they get pulled off what they started. They are so 
frustrated and it’s killing their efficiency. 
 
Solutions:  

• We used to do that a lot but then we decided to commit to the schedule 
one day out. If we have to pull a tech off a job, he gets paid $100 cash 
from the person that initiates the ‘emergency’. It has really helped!  

• Emergencies get the next available slot after the tech is done with the 
current boat.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Parts 

Problem: They are rarely ready for the job – or some are but not all and we 
don’t find out until the boats been moved and the work’s begun. 

Solutions: 

• We have the diagnosing tech and parts employee both review the parts
request list.  Then we make a pick list and check things off as they
come in.  Once everything for the job arrives, they get an alert to
dispatch.  It’s not perfect, but it’s a lot better than it was.



 
 
 

Quality Control  
 
Problem: Our techs are pretty good about checking the work they did but a lot 
of times the boats have something else wrong with them entirely. Right when 
we should be getting the ticket closed out, we’re putting it right back in the 
shop. It’s hurting our comebacks and CSI. 
 
Solutions:  

• We have a QC sheet done by the tech for every boat.  We don’t close the 
ticket until that comes back good. Customers really like getting that 
QC sheet and it helps us sell more and cover our butt!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Detail  
 
Problem: We try to leave the boats better than we got them – not a full detail 
but a courtesy wash. We wash them after the tech’s done but usually have to 
do it again because the customers don’t pick them up right away. 
 
Solutions:  

• We call the customer to schedule the pick up or find out when they’re 
going to use the boat next for our marina customers. We schedule 
detail as close to that as possible. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Delivery  
 
Problem: Customers think we’re free storage.  We can’t get them to come get 
their boats. The lots a cluster and that’s caused a host of other issues.  
 
Solutions:  

• We call the customer when the boat is ready and say “I want to make 
sure you don’t get charged any storage fees and I’d like to get the boat 
cleaned up for you. When can I schedule your pick up date?” It’s not 
100% but it’s working. They like that I’m looking out for them.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



It’s All About Averages 

Even exceptional shops have an area or two where work might get stalled.   
The key is to get the averages working in your favor. Focus your shops efforts on 
the low-lying-fruit opportunities. The areas where you can move the needle the 
most. 

What gets more focus in your shop… 
• The ‘problem child’ tickets
• The jobs that can be expedited quickly

      How could your shop fast-track a larger percentage of your work orders? 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

• Offering a Quick Service program with marketing materials
• Scheduling diagnostic early in the process
• Putting diagnostic and/or quick jobs:

o First thing in the morning
o In-between tickets
o Dedicating certain techs

• Incentivizing # of open RO’s vs last year same month
• Sliding scale incentives based on how quickly warranty claims are completed
• Promotions for large jobs in off-season
• Carrots and sticks for getting customers to pick up/pay quickly
• Utilizing DMS texting more
• Stocking/Staging Quick Service Parts more effectively
• Service Marketing Calendar with appropriately timed promotions



A Critical Point 

Reducing Repair Cycle Time is not about cutting corners or rushing work.  Quality and speed 
sometimes seem to be polar opposites, but it takes more time to bring a boat back.  Truly 
efficient shops do everything they can to take care of everything the boat needs while the boat 
is in our care. Customers want their boats back as quickly as possible, but they want them right!  

Some Golden Nuggets and Dealer Feedback on Repair Cycle Time 

“Especially in season when a customer may be missing valuable boating time, we categorize 
‘downtime’ groups and talk about them in our daily 7am CAM (Crew Alignment Meeting).  We 
try to make sure these ‘downtime’ customers have a target finish date.” 

“Even if we’re backed up a week or more, we make sure to take 15-20 minutes to look at new 
jobs to rule out something simple that can have them back on the water. At the very least we 
have a parts list and a quick update for the customer. You may be two weeks out but that 
doesn’t mean nothing gets done for two weeks.  Get to first base at least!” 

“Regular shop meetings as a team often identifies the boats that have had no attention.  
Management walks the shop, lot and marina taking pictures about boats we want to ask the 
team about. ‘What’s the status on customer X?’ conversations.  Just prompting them to keep 
their radar screen on full view for all jobs.” 

“Scan the open RO’s with your team regularly. It can include offsite jobs that we lose sight of.” 

“It’s important to be on your feet talking to the techs, seeing the work, inspecting the progress, 
staying ahead of any surprises.” 

“Be sure that processes are in place to address delinquent customers quickly. If you don’t 
already charge for storage, set and post a day rate for boats not picked up.”  * Be sure to check 
with your local legal counsel. 

“For older boats or customers who do not store with us, we get an upfront deposit at write up 
(at least the cost for parts) to begin work”.   

Print your open repair order list and look at everything (except internal work) by date.  Identify 
the common things that are stalling work for your shop. Tech Efficiency is important, but what 
is keeping your techs from turning as many billable hours as possible? Look at your shops Billed 
Time/Available Tech Time to identify non-Tech related opportunities to improve processes and 
add to the bottom line.  An hour of Tech time can never be re-sold. What issues are repeatedly 
costing the shop billable Tech time?  



Give your service team a chance to win prizes!  Have them submit ideas on how the shop could: 
* Identify and fast track more customer-pay ‘gravy’ work.
* Diagnose work quicker in the service process.
* Make sure all the parts are ready for the jobs.
* Get customers to pick up their boats and pay their bills quicker.
* Any other areas that you have identified as being an issue leading to longer repair cycle 

times.

Look at your Repair Cycle Time by manufacturer to see which vendors are most and least 
responsive with information, warranty approval and parts.  You probably have an idea who is 
best/worst with this but writing it in black and white can give management valuable 
information for aligning your dealership with the strongest brands who are best able to stand 
behind their product.  The dealerships customer loyalty and reputation are strongly influenced 
by the brands it carries.  Some boats that perform well on the sales side wind up costing us 
more on the service side; but without solid proof not much is done.  Looking at the Repair Cycle 
Time for each manufacturer often makes a compelling case. 

Keep a Rainy-Day List to re-circulate work back to the shop in the slower 
season:

• When there are issues that can wait and are not keeping the boat off the water.
• For budget conscious customers offer off-season rates or discounted storage with work
• Jobs where the customer has said he’ll “get it done later” or parts are not available

Think in terms of Labor Dollars when evaluating the cost of change.  For example, if you’re 
considering adding additional parts support to keep the techs wrenching, rather than 
thinking about the cost of the parts guy, think about the impact to Labor Dollars: 

• Service Labor Dollars currently lost due to techs getting their own parts is $1,000/day
• The cost of the extra parts guy is $200/day
• Net Increase in Revenue = $800/day

Consider Seasonal Labor if you haven’t already done so – Grey Power and Students 

• Semi-retired people who can take the slow season off.
• Students – Parts Receiving, parts runners, cleaners, lot porters, etc.  Any 

routine labor can be performed by seasonal students.  Tap into co-op 
programs. You might just find your next generation of workers.

“Track and publish results for the department to see.  Once you have decided on goals show 
the staff how they are doing.  Celebrate small wins and big wins.” 



If This Place Were a Restaurant

If your service department were a restaurant how successful would it be? 

Recently, many of the stores I work with are complaining that they have too much work and 
can’t get it all done resulting in long waits, missed promise times, high policy costs, lot damage, 

overloaded storage lots, poor customer satisfaction and retention, etc. 

“They have too much work” -or- “They promised too much work?” 

I frequent some very nice restaurants with high customer reviews. They don’t have too many 
patrons. They aren’t lined up down the street or hovering around waiting for tables to clear. The 
staff doesn’t complain that they can’t turn tables because they don’t have enough food, cooks 

or servers to feed them.  They take reservations. They know what they can deliver!  They match 
their reservations to their ability.  When someone shows up without one, they only 

accommodate them if they have the ability to treat them in a way that is consistent with the 
dining experience they want to be known for. They don’t pack the schedule.  They plan for things 
to change once they open the doors and anticipate the late arrivals, tables lingering longer than 

expected and walk-ins.  

There is another type of very popular restaurant with high reviews. These are restaurants that 
take no reservations.  You drive up looking for a fast meal, see that the lot is full, or people are 
in line and you make the decision to stay or leave. They don’t bring you in, seat you, then make 
you wait or not serve you at all delivering a bad experience that will keep you away forever. At 

these places the choice is up to the customers.  This is similar to Quick Service/Express 
operations. 

Blog Excerpt from Ed Alosi – AlosiTraining.com 

Most of your customers understand what it means to have a fine dining experience and what it 
means to be a fast food patron.  The key is to get that level of understanding across when you 
are selling your service departments ability to service them with excellence. 

Control the main shop by maintaining a reasonable schedule that is tangible and visible to the 
entire team. Make your Quick/Express menu and schedule visible to customers and make the 
choices theirs.    

To utilize that sage advice: under promise and overdeliver, we have to set up our operation 
accordingly and plan for it. Success is meeting your customers’ expectations and making money 
doing it.  



On that note… by Carrie Stacey 

There is an old saying, you can have it cheap, you can have it right, and you can have it fast, 
PICK TWO. What I see and hear from dealers over and over is the rates they are charging are far 
too low to provide the level of service that is necessary in a boat dealership.  They will tell you 
no one will pay more.  I disagree – from experience – particularly in the marine industry.  Some 
people won’t pay – is your business to serve everyone?   To be a low-price dealership you have 
to give up something. 

Consider Starbucks – No technical skills required – Their hourly “shop” rate is about $160/hr ($1 
for inputs (Parts) + $4 for 1.5 minutes of Barista (Tech) time).  A cup of decent coffee can be had 
all over the place for much less than Starbucks.  We the consumers are happily paying that rate 
for the experience that surrounds that visit – the nice décor, the uniforms, efficient processes, 
the consistent presentation in product, staff and surroundings.  We feel we are receiving $160/
hr worth of value in that experience.   

Our dealerships have a roster of experts, expensive machinery and equipment that requires 
training and maintenance, and large tracts of real estate yet most of us are charging less per 
hour than a Starbucks cup of coffee.   

Dealers are trying to provide Michelin Star performance on a diner budget.  It is impossible.   

Maybe the key difference is the consistency and efficient processes? Consistency and 
efficiency are what gives North American consumers trust and confidence in the provider of the 
product or service. 

To provide high quality service they need to have the number of staff, and the level of skill and 
training in that staff to provide that service and that costs money.  Prices have to be higher to 
provide a higher quality service.  Add consistency and efficiency, as much as we can in an 
inconsistent business, and customers will be happy to pay for the prices necessary to provide 
Michelin star service.   

Does anyone know what the hourly rate at their Ford dealership is anymore?  No.  They, like 
Starbucks, all use menu/package pricing as much as possible, not hourly pricing. 

Thought starters… 

Have you decided and clearly communicated the customer experience you want to be known 
for? 

How well do you match your schedule with your ability to provide it? 

How is your shop utilizing quick service and scheduled work to deliver a consistently high 
customer experience?  



What hurts shop efficiency? 
• Reactive scheduling
• ‘Squeezing in’ jobs and disrupting workflow
• Not tracking/sharing efficiency numbers with team
• Not selling during the write up
• Not doing walk arounds and tech inspections
• Not selling additional work the tech finds to the customer – or not doing it quickly (don’t have

the best way to reach the customer, etc.)
• Not billing for all work performed or for all parts used
• Unorganized lot/unskilled lot attendants
• Broken/missing equipment or tools
• Techs not doing billable work due to:

o Being pulled off of jobs
o Waiting on parts, approval, dispatch
o Doing other tasks (looking up parts, calling customers, locating/moving boats, on with

tech hotline, etc..)
o Excessive breaks (smoking, internet, phone, etc.)
o Working on building maintenance, dealership vehicles, etc..

• Shop messy/unorganized/poor facility design
• Next jobs not staged
• Parts not ordered and organized proactively
• No DMS or not educated on how to use it
• No OP Codes being used or inadequate flat rate times
• Rigging times inadequate
• Sales boats not having open RO’s and work tracked
• Labor rate too low
• Shop supplies and other fees not being billed
• Techs/SA/Parts not trained
• Techs/SA/Parts not motivated
• Dispatching to wrong techs
• Not filing warranty claims quickly/properly
• Not quality checking work
• Paperwork and keys not easy to locate
• Not giving customers boat reports at delivery (telling them what work will be coming up next)
• Not keeping a ‘rainy day list’ of needed work to follow up on
• Not proactively planning for your busy/slow seasons
• Not staffing adequately
• Information not easy to access (due to computer access, not sharing from top down, no shop

meetings etc..)
• Paying for special freight when not needed/not passing cost on to customer
• Inadequate parts inventory - not tracking lost sales, not doing inventory
• Not charging for required water testing

Valerie Ziebron and Carrie Stacey 
313-506-8069
vrzconsulting@yahoo.com
www.vrzconsulting.com




